2023 Guide to Entries
The Security Industry Association (SIA) New Products & Solutions (NPS) Awards recognize innovative products and services in electronic physical security. As a trusted and valued source of information on the latest products and technologies, the NPS program introduces security professionals and end users to leading-edge security solutions.

NPS judges represent a carefully selected cross-section of security industry experts and are drawn from dealers, specifiers, end users, distributors and practitioners. Judges carefully review the NPS applications prior to ISC West. The day before the show opens, NPS participants present their entries to a panel of judges, who further add to their knowledge of entries when they explore the show floor the following day. After completing their unbiased and comprehensive evaluations, the judges select the best product or service in each category for which there is a sufficient number of entrants.

If you are a buyer or specifier of electronic or IT security equipment and would like more information about the 2023 NPS entries and their manufacturers, please visit www.sianps.com.

If you are a manufacturer, software or application development firm, service provider or any innovative company, please visit sianps.com or contact:

**Cameron Walker-Miller**
Associate Director of Standards and Technology, Security Industry Association
301.804.4709 | cmiller@securityindustry.org
2023 SIA NPS Award Categories

With 35 category options, the SIA NPS Awards are designed to allow new products and solutions to compete directly with similar offerings. In addition to category awards, an overall Best New Product award is presented along with a Judges’ Choice award!

- Access Control Software, Hardware, Devices and Peripherals – Wired
- Access Control Software, Hardware, Devices and Peripherals – Wireless
- Antiterrorism/Force Protection/Armed Aggressor
- Biometrics
- Commercial Monitoring Solutions
- Communications and Networking Solutions
- Convergence and Integration Solutions
- Data and Systems Cybersecurity
- Design, Diagnostic and Installation Tools
- Emergency and Mass Communication Systems
- Enhanced Project Delivery
- Environmental Monitoring Systems
- Fire/Life Safety
- Hosted Solutions
- Identification Management and Credentialing (Non-Biometric)
- Intrusion Detection and Prevention Solutions (Physical) – Wired
- Intrusion Detection and Prevention Solutions (Physical) – Wireless
- Key/Equipment Assets Management Solutions
- Law Enforcement/Public Safety/Guarding Systems
- Lock and Key Solutions
- Loss Prevention and Article Surveillance Solutions
- Managed Services
- Mobile Solutions (Connected)
- Mobile Solutions (Stand-Alone)
- Personal Protective Equipment
- Smart Home Solutions
- Threat/Risk Management Software Applications
- Unmanned – Drones & Robots for Security
- Unmanned – Drones & Robots Detection/Protection
- Video Analytics
- Video Surveillance Advanced Imaging Technologies
- Video Surveillance Cameras
- Video Surveillance Data Storage
- Video Surveillance Hardware and Accessories
- Video Surveillance Management Systems

Explore the 2023 SIA NPS Awards!

Visit our official webpage to find:

- Videos of 2023 SIA NPS Award Entries
- Full Award Category Descriptions
- Official SIA NPS Rules and Details
- And more!
Letter from the Chair

Dear ISC West attendees,

On behalf of the Security Industry Association (SIA) New Products and Solutions (NPS) Awards Committee, I’d like to welcome you to the ISC West 2023 trade show and conference! We are thrilled to be back in Las Vegas with you all this year.

The SIA NPS Awards program was established over 40 years ago to honor and showcase innovative products, services and solutions in the security industry and continues to stand as the industry’s premier awards-based marketing program, where new and existing manufacturers compete to earn recognition awards in a wide variety of categories, as well as the two top show awards. The SIA NPS Awards are constantly evolving to reflect the ever-growing number and variety of software and service solutions that support the work of our industry. SIA, RX and the NPS Committee seek to acknowledge the growth of the cybersecurity, Internet of Things, services and virtual/hosted solutions that have contributed so much to our industry’s mission through continuous updates to the competition categories.

I invite you to visit the SIA NPS Awards display area on the ISC West Exhibit Floor to see the products and services competing this year and to attend the SIA NPS Awards Ceremony on Wednesday, March 29, at 3:30 p.m. on The Bridge Stage – Booth #25063, where we will honor the winners in each category, announce our selection for this year’s Merit Award and present the Judge’s Choice and Best New Product awards for 2023.

In closing I would like to thank everyone from SIA, RX and the NPS Committee who helped organize the show this year, the manufacturers and integrators who are participating in the program and especially our volunteer judges who contribute so much to the success of the program.

Be safe, be well and enjoy the show.

Sincerely,

Josh Heisler
Global Head of Tech and Tools, Amazon
Chair, SIA NPS Awards Committee
The SIA NPS Committee, SIA and RX extend our appreciation to the 2023 judges who have graciously volunteered their time and shared their expertise.
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Ai-RGUS

Ai-RGUS

Ai-RGUS’s camera security software offer a unique RMR opportunity by automatically finding camera system problems before the customer knows about them. The product empowers system integrators with tools to monitor their clients’ camera systems. It provides comprehensive, actionable alerts to make maintenance easy.

Aiphone Corporation

AC Series

Our premium access control solution features components that are NDAA and TAA compliant, all with UL certification. Making it easier to meet requirements and building codes. With sophisticated software and remote management capabilities, the AC Series is backed by the support dealers have come to expect from our brand.

Alcatraz AI

The Rock from Acatraz AI

Alcatraz AI uses AI and machine learning to deliver a facial authentication solution that transform the way people access secure spaces. Using a person’s face as the credential, the Rock delivers accurate access, intelligent tailgate detection and works natively with existing access control systems to reduce friction and ensure privacy.

Alvarado, dormakaba Group

Argus V60

Argus V60 uses sensors in a more effective way to prevent tailgating. Our custom solution, SensLib (patent pending,) reduces false alarms in a footprint 72% smaller than any optical turnstile in the market today. Higher security in a smaller package.

ASSA ABLOY Opening Solutions

Adams Rite DL100 Aperio® Wireless Deadlatch with Card Reader for Aluminum Door Entrances

The DL100 is the most advanced next generation of Adams Rite aluminum stile wireless deadlatch that extends real-time online access control to more openings using Aperio® wireless technology. It supports HID multiclass SE and NFC/ BLE mobile access card technologies that interface with existing access control systems.
ASSA ABLOY Opening Solutions
Ceco Door, Curries & Fleming EMI-RFI Shielding Assembly
The Ceco Door, Curries and Fleming EMI-RFI Shielding Assembly reduces the possibility of electronic interference by blocking unwanted electromagnetic waves from interfering with other circuits or devices in healthcare, commercial, or government applications. Curries EMI-RFI Shielding Solutions help ensure sensitive and confidential information is secure and contained.

ASSA ABLOY Opening Solutions
HES 9200 Surface Mount Double Door Electric Strike
The 9200 is the innovative low-profile, retro-mounted solution for glass openings with tubular, vertical rod exit devices, that offers simplified installation leveraging the existing mechanical prep. Integrated adjustability provides the optimal latch positioning to accommodate demanding installations. Its field selectable fail safe/fail secure functionality and monitoring options provide maximized versatility.

ASSA ABLOY Opening Solutions
Medeco eCLIQ
Medeco eCLIQ is an electronic locking system that provides electronic access control without wiring, and retrofits into existing doors and locks. It’s a cost-effective solution that offers the strongest possible security and AES encryption. eCLIQ can be used indoors or outdoors, and for systems of any size.

Automatic Systems America, Inc
FIRSTLANE PLUS
FirstLane speed gates offer an innovative design and enhanced user safety thanks to the use of proprietary DIRAS detection system. The dynamic lighting provides a more intuitive user experience. Soon to be UL 2593 certified, the FirstLane Plus model is certified for outdoor applications (IP44).

Avigilon Alta - Motorola Solutions
Smart Keypad Reader (Standard/Mullion)
The Keypad Reader revolutionizes PIN code access. Designed for ease of use for both credentialed users and visitors, the reader also supports multi-factor authentication with any combination of credentials and access methods. The durable, capacitive touch keypad prevents spoofing, and the multi-technology, cloud-based device allows remote unlock and PIN-activated Lockdown.
Avigilon/Motorola Solutions
Avigilon H5A IR PTZ Camera
See more in the dark with the Avigilon H5A IR PTZ camera. Whether you’re securing a poorly lit parking lot or a pitch-black airfield, this analytics-enabled camera delivers 360-degree views of large outdoor sites and empowers security operators to see up to 300 meters in complete darkness.

Axis Communications, Inc.
AXIS Audio Manager Pro 4
AXIS Audio Manager Pro 4 is an ideal solution for advanced audio systems of up to 5,000 speakers and 100 zones. It allows users to manage a large site and control all their audio devices from a single user interface, providing easy control over setup, zones, content, volume, and scheduling.

Axis Communications, Inc.
AXIS Q1656-DLE Radar-Video Fusion Camera
AXIS Q1656-DLE Radar-Video Fusion Camera is a unique device that delivers state-of-the-art deep learning-powered object classification based on the fusion of two powerful technologies: video and radar. Ideal for accurate 24/7 detection and wide-area intrusion protection, it delivers improved scene intelligence combined with the forensic value of video.

Axis Communications, Inc.
AXIS Site Designer
Designed to improve the entire design and implementation experience, the latest version of AXIS Site Designer allows users to manage all planning and export multiple projects from one free tool – whether it’s a small single site installation or a multi-location system rollout.

AxxonSoft
Axxon One
Axxon One is video management software (VMS) that can be installed on-premises or deployed in a cloud or hybrid environment. It features AI video analytics, including custom-trained neural networks, intelligent multi-criteria search in recorded video, and unlimited scalability through easy unification of multiple distributed sites.
**BioConnect**

BioConnect Link for Data Cabinets and Remote Enclosures

An IoT device and cloud software offering that increases the security of data center cabinets and remote enclosure infrastructure. Remotely enroll and authorize access by contractors and maintenance staff. An autonomous edge design to work offline when required, and cybersecurity at scale (confidentiality, integrity and availability).

---

**Bird Home Automation Group / DoorBird**

A1121 IP Access Control Device

Access Control Simplified with DoorBird! The A1121 is the multi-technology access control system and stand-alone solution for garages, storage and packing rooms, bicycle and machine rooms, gyms, pool gates, service rooms, or side entrances. Available as retrofit, flush-mount or surface-mount, comes in different materials and colors.

---

**Bold Group**

Managely™

Managely™ is a business management solution designed specifically for the security industry. The all-in-one solution boasts a range of robust capabilities that allows it to replace multiple applications. These capabilities include comprehensive recurring billing, robust accounting, BI, AR & AP, inventory, CRM integration, central station integrations, and more.

---

**Bosch Security and Safety Systems**

B6800-SR Conettix Software Central Station Receiver

The Bosch CONETTIX B6800-SR Central Station Software Receiver is a flexible, modular solution for IP and cellular alarm communication. With a browser-based user interface, B6800-SR simplifies monitoring center operation. Supporting up to 10,500 accounts and compatible with all major monitoring software, B6800-SR is an ideal solution for modern alarm communication.

---

**Bosch Security and Safety Systems**

DIVAR IP all-in-one 4000 and 6000 recording units

DIVAR IP all-in-one 4000/6000 units bring professional video recording and management to small and mid-sized applications. A local System Manager guides technicians through installation, so the system is up and running quickly and efficiently. The optional Remote System Management service enables health monitoring, inventory, and update management across multiple locations.
Bosch Security and Safety Systems
Intelligent Video Analytics Pro (IVA Pro)
Intelligent Video Analytics Pro (IVA Pro) offers an expert suite of video security analytics to deliver valuable insights that improve efficiency, security, and safety. It provides application-specific packages for building security and operations (IVA Pro Buildings Pack), perimeter security (IVA Pro Perimeter Pack), and traffic monitoring (IVA Pro Traffic Pack).

Bosch Security and Safety Systems
IP-based Horn Loudspeakers
The IP-based Horn Loudspeakers provide an integrated audio solution for video surveillance systems. They deliver superior sound quality and flexible integration for two-way Voice-over-IP communications via SIP (Session Initiation Protocol), enabling immediate audio intervention to enhance the protection of people and property in perimeter security or general intrusion detection applications.

Brivo
Brivo Access
Brivo Access expands its business intelligence capabilities and credential options to optimize how space is used. Brivo has released new Space and Site Utilization dashboards and enhanced credentials to optimize the employee experience throughout a building, while providing enterprises insights into how corporate space is being used.

Bullistic Barriers LLC
Violentum Garage Door
Our Violentum Garage Door product line brings interior protection to a whole new level! In our Violentum IV, we are able to provide protection against 4 threats of violence: Crash, Blast, Ballistic, and Forced Entry. These modern style garage doors are light-weight and remarkably cost effective!

Code Blue Corporation
CB1-W Solar Tower with Audio Paging Ring
Boasting a robust 180W solar panel, intelligible audio paging functionality, and a highly visible blue LED beacon/strobe, this completely wireless Help Point® towers over 9 feet tall, delivering safety and communication to patrons and the public in remote areas such as parks, beaches, and campuses.
**Commend**
Ivy

Commend’s cutting-edge Interactive Voice Assistant. Powered by the latest AI speech processing technology, IVY can answer frequent requests to relieve human staff. Based on advanced speech analytics, IVY can even detect and prioritize emergency calls, route them to first responders and raise alarms.

---

**CyberLock, Inc.**
CyberKey Go

CyberKey Go, the latest smart key for CyberLock electronic locks, improves workforce productivity by updating personalized access permissions in the field via Bluetooth 5.0 technology. A field-replaceable battery eliminates downtime during long shifts and storage for up to 12,000 access event records helps organizations improve accountability and meet regulatory requirements.

---

**CyberLock, Inc.**
CyberLock Blue Padlock

CyberLock Blue padlock is IP68-rated to protect high-security outdoor assets that underpin critical infrastructure sectors like water, energy, telecom, and transportation. Detailed audit reporting alongside multi-credential support, including secure Bluetooth credentials via the Cyber Access app (Android/iOS), infrared fobs, and select CyberKey smart keys, helps organizations meet demanding regulatory requirements.

---

**Cypress Integration Solutions**
OSDP COMSET Tool (Part #OTT-2100)

The OTT-2100 COMSET Tool configures addresses and baud rates of OSDP readers and diagnoses the OSDP communication session. The battery-operated standalone tool simplifies configuration/troubleshooting, and automatically switches OSDP data line polarity when needed. Use the OTT-2100 at the reader in the field, independently from the controller.

---

**Databuoy Corporation**
SHOTPOINT Elevated Shooter

Databuoy’s SHOTPOINT now adds the capability to locate Elevated Shooters. SHOTPOINT detects the signature of rifle shots and traces the shot back to the shooter location. SHOTPOINT automatically sends notifications to responders including the exact structure and approximate floor where the shot was fired.
**Dell Technologies**

Dell Validated Design Solution for Federated Analytics and Learning

This integrated solution leverages a hyper-converged platform for hosting a suite of workloads critical to computer vision workflows and cloud native containers. The Dell Validated Design Solution for Federated Analytics and Learning delivers faster time to better quality real-time actionable insights by accelerating the data science and data engineering workflows.

**Digipas Technologies Inc**

5th Generation Weatherproof Smart Padlock (Long & Short Shackle)

eGeeTouch is a smart padlock brand that is constantly improving. With the release of our 5th Generation Smart Padlock with an IP66 Rating as well as improved weatherproofing capabilities, eGeeTouch has received yet another power boost. This patented smart padlock technology is WEATHERPROOF, FREEZE-PROOF, and CORROSION RESISTANT.

**Doordeck**

Doordeck

Doordeck provides a cost-effective mobile access solution to enhance user experience by providing a reader-less solution that communicates via a smartphone for access. Doordeck also creates a unifying platform, providing access control through different systems using a single and secure mobile credential format for a consistent user experience.

**dormakaba USA, Inc.**

BEST EHD9000 Cast Iron Door Closer

Rack and pinion surface door closer with a single-piece cast iron housing. Non-handed design with backcheck and advanced variable backcheck as standard and delay action as optional function. Available with adjustable spring sizes 1-6+50%. Full complement of standard and specialty arms and accessories available. ANSI/BHMA A156.4 Grade 1 certified.

**dormakaba USA, Inc.**

dormakaba Lyazon Cloud API with Saffire EVO Wi-Fi lock

The dormakaba Lyazon cloud API and Saffire EVO Wi-Fi lock enable integration partners to manage access seamlessly through their own user interfaces - mobile or web. Multifamily property managers and residents will enjoy flexible credentialing options (Mobile, RFID, or PIN), real-time events notifications, and remote firmware updates.
**Eagle Eye Networks**  
Eagle Eye Smart Video Search  

Smart Video Search makes searching for video as easy as searching the web. Users type in search terms for people, vehicles or objects and immediately find the exact video across cameras in all sites. Uses AI in the cloud for fast, accurate results; works on standard cameras, available globally.

---

**Gallagher**  
Controller 7000 Single Door  

The Controller 7000 Single Door (C7000 SD) is a powerful and robust network-connected controller, providing a complete and flexible security solution. In addition to single door access control, the small but mighty C7000 SD is a lower-cost controller for system interfaces, alarm monitoring, perimeter security, and external device control.

---

**Hakimo**  
Hakimo Remote Guarding  

Hakimo Remote Guarding uses AI to monitor cameras and enables talk downs through speakers to deter unwanted visitors, providing better protection than on-site security guards at a fraction of the cost. Hakimo Remote Guarding paired with Hakimo’s access control monitoring solutions offer a unified monitoring solution for corporate security teams.

---

**HiveWatch**  
HiveWatch GSOC Operating System  

The HiveWatch GSOC Operating System helps organizations enhance their existing security programs. It is a Security Fusion Platform™ that allows security teams to bring together data from their existing disparate security systems and provides them with an intelligent, holistic, and actionable view. This enables proactive, rather than reactive, security.

---

**Honeywell Commercial Security**  
35 Series Embedded NVR - HN35  

Honeywell’s 35 Series HN35 PLUS MAXPRO® Cloud eNVRs are robustly-featured, cost-effective, and NDAA compliant delivering 4K HD video resolution. Available in 8 or 16 channels with up to 20 TB internal storage. Reduce costs and save time with with plug and play connectivity, auto registration of cameras and cloud-based configuration.
i-PRO Americas Inc.
Multi-directional + PTZ camera
4x 5MP Multi-directional + 2MP 21x PTZ Outdoor Network Camera with AI Engine. It’s the industry’s smallest and lightest model. Up to 6 AI apps can be installed for smart operations. Multi-directional lenses are easy to adjust and configure with less calibration.

i3 International
i3Ai Cloud SiteVision
i3 SiteVision uses a combination of data points, including trajectory analysis, pattern analysis, dwell, and object detection, to analyze complex environments, establish patterns and differentiate between normal and abnormal behavior. This technology allows for AI implementation to be applied in complex environments without the need for user engagement.

Intel
Intel Geti Computer Vision Software Platform
The Intel Geti platform empowers enterprise teams to develop vision AI models for their business solutions. The platform enables the rapid development of computer vision models, significantly reducing the time and costs needed to build effective models for production.

Intellicene
Symphia Unified Video Management
Symphia’s Unified Video Management System allows you to Bring Your Own VMS (BYO-VMS) and any other device or system. With our solution, we can integrate virtually any number and type of system regardless of function, including multiple, third-party VMS.

IPVideo Corporation
Sentry ERS (Lockdown and Emergency Response System)
A lockdown and emergency response system purposely built with schools in mind. With a single button push, lockdown protocols are initiated and immediate alerts are sent to police providing superior incident awareness with live video, voice, text, and GPS location data from areas where traditional video cameras cannot be deployed.
IronYun
AI Vision Analytics for Loss Detection and Prevention

Vaidio Loss Prevention applies multiple AI video analytics to a single camera to enable unique applications for retail loss-prevention including: self-checkout theft monitoring (objects properly placed in checkout bin and payment process completed); shelf or inventory monitoring (objects removed or scene change); and shoplifting alerts (cart loading behavior).

IronYun
AI Vision Analytics for Scene Change

Vaidio Scene Change Detection: detect/alert when changes occur to a given scene without specific training. It extends beyond basic field-of-view or intrusion detection to assess entire scenes in context. Use case examples include vehicle or facility damage, potholes, downed trees, snow, leaks, objects left behind, objects removed, and more.

Johnson Controls
Infinity - Door Guard & Constellation

Occupancy management for physical security powered by LiDAR and UWB Radar to go beyond typical access control and into improved visibility, response and control of building occupancy.

Kaadas
KA202 Z-Wave Fingerprint Keypad Deadbolt

Featuring a 3D biometric fingerprint sensor, the Kaadas KA202 Z-Wave smart lock from the new Grade 2 lineup is capable of touch an unlock in as little as 0.3 seconds. Additionally, users can unlock via the integrated mechanical backlit keypad with personalized access codes, or by using a traditional key.

KABAM Pte Ltd
Co-Lab

Co-Lab is an indoor robot with surveillance, data collection and advanced vision analytics capabilities, designed for security and facilities management businesses. Its 2-metre extendable telescopic camera gives Co-Lab a complete 360-degree visibility of its surroundings, allowing it to capture an extensive amount of information for comprehensive surveillance and analytics.
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LifeSafety Power, LLC
Gemini RGX Extended Rack Drawer
The RGX extended rack drawer solves the problem of limited access control space within datacenters, IDF closets, and IT rooms. Interchangeable backplates allow mounting of most major access platforms combining power and 8 or more doors of access control into one 2U rack space.

LiftMaster
LiftMaster Smart Video Intercoms and Smart Readers
Powered by myQ technology, LiftMaster’s line of Smart Video Intercoms and Readers provide a complete access hardware solution for any size property, empowering property managers and residents to open doors and manage guest access remotely, enabling mobile credentials allowing hands-free entry and enhancing building security with video features.

LiftMaster
myQ Community app with Enhanced Features and New myQ Mobile Credentials Experience
The myQ Community app works with LiftMaster access control products offering residents a smarter way to access their building. Residents can enjoy seamless access with myQ Mobile Credentials, use voice commands to unlock doors through Siri controlled devices, visually identify guests before letting them in, and share virtual guest passes.

MERIT LILIN ENT. CO., LTD.
S8R5722MX25 PTZ Camera
The S8R5722MX25 is a state-of-the-art surveillance and monitoring device designed for organizations that require reliable and efficient tools to ensure safety and security. It features advanced artificial intelligence capabilities with its unique AI plug-in feature, supports up to three different analytics features simultaneously, and comes equipped with gyro-stabilization technology.

Motorola Solutions
Flex Camera
The Flex is an indoor cloud-native security camera that makes video monitoring smarter, more accessible, and performs exceptionally in challenging lighting conditions. With a small, versatile form factor, it fits in every space and packs integrated video and audio analytics, with temperature and humidity sensors to detect events and anomalies.
Nice North America
StrongSlide M30
The StrongSlide M30 Hostile Vehicle Mitigation Gate by HySecurity is an all-in-one steel frame, bottom track cantilever crash-rated gate plus operator and barrier solution. It offers superior gate mechanics and compatibility, streamlined installation, easy operation with a light weight vehicle arrester, accessible servicing, and industry leading 5-year warranty protection.

Nice North America LLC
SlideDriver II
The SlideDriver II is a hydraulic gate opener that utilizes the new SmartTouch 725 controller offering simple integration with the HySecurity Installer App for any smartphone. With industrial grade materials that moves gates up to 20,000 pounds, its 12-gauge chassis and tamper resistance cover ensure optimal perimeter protection.

Observation Without Limits
xSource Multi-Source Decision Intelligence
xSource is a software solution that uses AI to analyze, draw inferences, and make intelligent decision recommendations across as many data streams as are available, regardless of their origin. xSource creates security response managers rather than surveillance system monitors. xSource enables profit contribution by security, not just loss avoidance.

PDQ Industries
Spirit Series - Decentralized Identity Locks and Readers
The Spirit series of wireless locks and readers are the first and only access control devices to accept Verifiable Credentials in the form of attestations stored in an identity wallet. Expanding beyond while still supporting traditional RFID cards and NFC/BLE mobile credentials towards the future of identity and access.

Pelco, a Motorola Solutions Company
Sarix Thermal Enhanced 4 Series
The Sarix Thermal Enhanced 4 Series harnesses the power of intelligence-driven analytics and heat-sensing technology to identify threats beyond what’s visible to the human eye. Even in the most challenging conditions, security and industrial applications can detect and prevent hazardous situations with superior long-range smart analytics and radiometric thermal imaging.
**Pelco, a Motorola Solutions Company**

Pelco Sarix Multi Enhanced Camera

See your site from every angle with the Pelco Sarix Multi Enhanced. This powerful camera brings AI-powered video analytics, higher imaging quality and stronger low-light performance so that you can get complete coverage and not miss a single detail.

---

**Premio Inc**

RCO-6000-CML-4NH-1E Series Rugged Surveillance NVR

The RCO-6000-CML-4NH-1E is a modular design that delivers powerful data storage and redundancy for mission-critical edge deployments. The bottom node features a fully hot-swappable NVMe bay with hardware RAID, and the top node is a high-performance industrial fanless PC with full I/O access supported by Intel's 10th Generation Core/Xeon Processor.

---

**PropTech.AI**

Edge.AI

Edge.AI is a next generation access control and visitor management platform, utilizing facial recognition and mobile credentials. Edge.AI is the smallest footprint enterprise grade biometric device, featuring stereo IR & RGB sensor with a secure split design. Edge.AI management platform features advanced analytics and open API architecture.

---

**PureTech Systems Inc.**

PurifAI

PurifAI by PureTech Systems is a unique, patented SaaS virtually eliminating all video false alarms from any source prior to sending to individuals or central monitoring software. No API, integration or capital investment is ever required. Customers can expect 95+ % reduction in false alarms and drive improved confidence and productivity.

---

**Quantum**

Unified Surveillance Platform

Quantum’s Unified Surveillance Platform is a unified compute and storage platform for recording and storing mission-critical video surveillance data. USP replaces racks of NVRs with a single system that can reduce data center footprint by up to 80%, reduce operational costs, and reduce risk of data loss.
**Raptor Vision**

RaptorVision - Monitoring & Real-Time Detection Solutions

RaptorVision is “Purpose Built” to detect Organized Retail Crime and Shop Lifting Activity while improving the Customer Experience. RaptorVision is NOT a tool for loitering, dwell time, line crossing, heatmapping, or any other video analytic on the market. RaptorVision is truly unique and differentiates from any other technology.

**Resolver**

Resolver’s Threat Protection Application

Resolver’s Threat Protection application helps teams mitigate threats before they can materialize into costly incidents by providing critical threat intel within 30 minutes and by allowing threat intel from any source to be consolidated into a centralized platform where it can be effectively triaged, investigated, and acted on.

**Robotic Assistance Devices, Inc. (RAD)**

ROSA 3.1 with Firearm Detection

ROSA 3.1 is a security device that includes critical autonomous responses to help simulate security personnel actions at a fraction of the cost. ROSA is primarily used to detect and deter common instances of trespassing and loitering which often lead to more serious crimes. ROSA now includes firearm detection technology.

**Rohde & Schwarz USA, Inc.**

R&S QPS Walk2000 Walk-through security scanner

The QPS Walk2000 is a 360° walk-through security scanner for fast and touchless screening. The system operates with extreme low output power in the wide-band frequency range for penetration of multiple layers of clothing, making the time-consuming removal of shoes and clothing unnecessary. AI-based detection software automatically identifies any anomalies.

**Safetrust**

IoT Sensor

The IoT Sensor is a highly advanced, network-enabled reader offering a cost-effective migration path to touchless access. It provides robust security, supports many credential technologies, and is interoperable with physical and mobile technologies. The sensor features intelligent capabilities, including mesh network communication and location tracking for actionable business intelligence.
SAFR from RealNetworks
SAFR SCAN
SAFR SCAN uses computer vision AI to authenticate a person's face for identity-based access control. The camera & speaker inside enable the device to be multi-dimensional and extremely cost effective. In addition, it is priced for broad commercial market adoption. Functionality includes Anti-Spoofing, Tailgate detection, Indoor/outdoor rated, & privacy sensitivity.

Seneca, An Arrow Company
Seneca xCompress
The xCompress Video Stream Optimizer is a powerful video compression appliance designed for optimal file compression compatible with industry-leading VMS. Our revolutionary solution provides file compression up to 90% to maximize file transmission and video retention, without sacrificing quality. xCompress becomes a cost-effective solution for longer retention and video transmission.

Sentry Interactive
Sentry Interactive Tower
The Sentry Tower provides a digital front office solution for any workplace to help streamline building flow and experience. The Sentry Tower combines workplace digital communications, visitor management and virtual receptionist features a premium 55” freestanding interactive digital display. Our cutting-edge technology transforms workplaces into efficient, secure, and connected environments.

Speco Technologies
SecureGuard Dashboard
Would the ability to manage YOUR customers sites remotely drastically alter how your business operates? Well, with Speco's SecureGuard Dashboard, you now have that ability. Our brand-new central management dashboard allows you to maintain control over your installed recorders remotely, saving you and your customers time and money.

Suprema
BioStation3
BioStation3 provides contactless multi-credential authentication including facial verification, mobile access, RFID, QR/barcodes, virtual PIN and intercom. BioStation3’s NPU-optimized AI algorithm offers the highest standards in facial verification accuracy and speed. GDPR compliant with ‘Face Template on Mobile’ allowing users to store their facial authentication template on their mobile phone.
Teleportivity
Teleportivity's FONECOM AI

Teleportivity's FONECOM AI Intercom is a game-changer in physical security, bringing AI technology to the forefront. This is a first-of-its-kind intercom system, featuring HD Video, Voice & Text capabilities and automated concierge and visitor management. With the integration of OpenAI's ChatGPT, our solution offers businesses a smart, connected facility.

Verkada
TD52 Verkada Intercom

Verkada’s Intercom solution allows organizations to answer calls, grant entry and secure entrances from anywhere. Verkada’s video intercom solution enhances security with sharp video, clear audio, four smart receiver methods and intuitive management and security tools in Verkada Command.

Verkada
Verkada CB52/CB62 Bullet Camera with License Plate Recognition

Verkada’s Bullet Series is designed to withstand harsh conditions, and its visible form factor helps deter potential threats. Cameras are available with wide or telephoto lenses, providing a wide field of view and zoom capabilities in daylight/darkness. The next-generation processors support AI analytics, License Plate Recognition and Occupancy Trends.

Wasabi Technologies
Wasabi Surveillance Cloud

Wasabi Surveillance Cloud is an application combining cloud bridge technology and Wasabi hot cloud storage to create a cost-effective, scalable solution that stores data both locally and in the cloud. It integrates with all major VMS, has industry leading immutable data protection, and is compliant with all major regulations.